THE SINGLE SOURCE TO FIND, USE AND
MANAGE ALL DIGITAL ASSETS
BIM Content Management

ELEVATE YOUR CONTENT MANAGEMENT

AVAIL relieves the frustration of file retrieval and makes it easy to find,
use and manage all your digital content throughout the design
continuum. Seamlessly collaborate by reusing and sharing content, while
gaining insight into how that content is being used. Deeply integrated
with Revit, AVAIL’s visual interface simplifies workflows and content
management, making your teams more productive and your designs
more robust.

File Agnostic Platform to
Work with Any Current or
Future Application
Access Any File Type
File agnostic to locate any asset within
your network.

WHO BENEFITS FROM USING AVAIL?

Easily Find & Use
A visual interface to locate content quickly.
Your Content Where You Need It
Files are indexed where you choose,
so your content can stay in its original
location.
Capture & Share Knowledge
Attach data to your workflow to build
knowledge base and manage intellectual
property.
Understand How Content is Used
Gain insight and drive business decisions
with analytics.

Designer

BIM Manager

Executive

SAVE TIME

SAVE MONEY

IMPROVE ROI

Quickly find what you
need without changing
how you work, so you
can spend more time
designing.

Bring order to chaos,
add time to your day,
and make your team
better.

Unify your production
process, improving
business results,
facilitating knowledge
capture and fostering
winning teams.

THE AVAIL PILOT PROGRAM

Download our Pilot Program sheet to learn how our program helps teams test AVAIL in their
unique environment to more fully assess its capabilities.

Improve

Accelerate

Collaborate

productivity within your
team’s testing time
frame.

the learning and
decision-making process.

with your team using
their content and project.

TAILORED FOR YOUR FIRM
Trusted by
the World’s
Leading AEC
Firms
Read Customer
Stories >

A plan that allows you to roll out with your key users first, bringing new users on as needed. See
our plan selections online for cost comparisons.

People ready for a better way to organize
and consume their content libraries

BASIC

TEAM

ENTERPRISE

√

Teams ready to make AVAIL their solution for
√

content management and expand their
workflow capabilities
For teams and firms requiring advanced

√

workflows, deep analytics and SSO capability

CAPACITY
Number of channels

up to 25

up to 100

unlimited

10,000

25,000

50,000

X

X

X

X

X

X

Customized thumbnails

X

X

X

Integration with AVAIL Browser for Revit

X

X

X

Integration with AVAIL Browser for Rhino

X

X

X

Browse and consume shared channels

X

X

X

X

X

X

Flags and comments

X

X

Workflow tools that include in app commenting

X

X

AVAIL Browser for Revit – Project Mode

X

X

Custom analytic dashboards

X

X

Items per channel

CAPABILITY
Create channels to manage and share
content libraries
Access AVAIL management portal

Analytics integration

Single Sign-On: user authentication and
user group management

X

AVAIL Stream automation

X

AVAIL Harvest for Revit

X
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